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This comment is submitted in response to the United States Department of Justice
(“DOJ”) Antitrust Division’s Public Roundtable on Anticompetitive Regulations as a part of
its Discussion Series on Competition and Deregulation. We submit this comment based
upon our extensive experience and expertise in antitrust law and economics.1
As an organization committed to promoting sound economic analysis as the
foundation of antitrust enforcement and competition policy around the world, the Global
Antitrust Institute commends the Division for inviting discussion concerning an important
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topic. Expert competition agencies such as the DOJ’s Antitrust Division and the Federal
Trade Commission (“FTC”) play an important role in ensuring that competition and
consumer welfare are taken into account when regulation is contemplated. This comment
highlights the costs of regulation and the harm to consumers that can result from
impairment of the competitive process. Specifically, this comment addresses the use of
government price controls to regulate competition. We illustrate the consequences of price
controls with historical examples and identify modern markets subject to price regulations
that will likely result in similar anticompetitive consequences and harm to consumers.
Price regulation and antitrust are alternative mechanisms to control market forces in
the presence of market failure.2 As the Division accurately points out in its description of
this Roundtable, regulation accompanied by centralized decision making supplants
competitive market processes and threatens to harm competition.3 Or, as Judge Frank H.
Easterbrook succinctly states it: “Regulation displaces competition.”4 The determination of
prices through the dynamic interaction of supply and demand is a fundamental
characteristic of well-functioning markets. Prices serve a critical signaling function in
market economies, allowing market participants to adjust their behavior in response to the

Dennis W. Carlton & Randal C. Picker, Antitrust and Regulation, in ECONOMIC REGULATION AND ITS
REFORM: WHAT HAVE WE LEARNED? 25-61 (Nancy L. Rose ed., 2014); Bruce H. Kobayashi & Joshua D. Wright,
Federalism, Substantive Preemption, and Limits on Antitrust: An Application to Patent Holdup, 5 J. COMPETITION L.
& ECON. 469 (2009).
3 Roundtable on Anticompetitive Regulations, DEP’T OF JUSTICE (May 24, 2018),
https://www.justice.gov/atr/roundtable-anticompetitive-regulations-thursday-may-31-2018.
4 Frank H. Easterbrook, Antitrust and the Economics of Federalism, 26 J. L. & ECON., 23, 23 (1983).
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relative values of goods being bought or sold.5 Government control over prices is
inherently less efficient in responding to ever-changing conditions compared to the
ordinary market forces that exist in competitive markets. Regulatory schemes “require
centralized decisions instead of a free market process” and “set static rules devoid of the
dynamic realities of the market.”6
Economic learning and history counsel that, absent strict “natural monopoly”
supply conditions or other sources of market failure, competitive forces among buyers and
sellers, unconstrained by price regulation or other distortions, generate efficient pricing
and investment decisions.7 The antitrust laws are not designed to promote particular
market outcomes, but rather to curtail anticompetitive practices that interfere with the
competitive market processes that determine prices.8

See Friedrich A. Hayek, The Use of Knowledge in Society, 35 AM. ECON. REV. 519 (1945).
Makan Delrahim, Assistant Att’y Gen., Dep’t of Justice, Keynote Address at the ABA Antitrust Fall
Forum, Antitrust and Deregulation (Nov. 16, 2017),
https://www.justice.gov/opa/speech/file/1012086/download.
7 Kenneth J. Arrow & Gerard Debreu, Existence of an Equilibrium for a Competitive Economy, 22
ECONOMETRICA 265, 265 (1954) (“It is well known that, under suitable assumptions on the preferences of
consumers and the production possibilities of producers, the allocation of resources in a competitive
equilibrium is optimal in the sense of Pareto…, and conversely every Pareto-optimal allocation of resources
can be realized by a competitive equilibrium.”).
8 See MICHAEL D. WHINSTON, LECTURES ON ANTITRUST ECONOMICS 1 (2006) (“Regulation tends to be
industry-speciﬁc and to involve the direct setting of prices, product characteristics, and entry, usually after
regular and elaborate hearings. By contrast, antitrust law tends to apply quite broadly, and focuses on
maintaining certain basic rules of competition that enable the competitive interaction among ﬁrms in the
marketplace to produce ‘good’ outcomes.”); Easterbrook, supra note 4, at 24 (“The antitrust laws, in contrast,
are designed to preserve the functioning of competitive markets that, at least presumptively, produce
allocative efficiency.”).
5
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The Inefficiency of Price Regulation in a Market Economy

Reliance upon centralized price regulation – a term we use to refer to government
imposed rate setting or the imposition of maximum or minimum prices – perhaps is the
appropriate policy decision in the rare instance of a durable “natural monopoly,” where (1)
substantial scale economies relative to consumer demand exist, making it more efficient for
a single firm, rather than multiple firms, to produce a product, and (2) the existence of
substantial fixed costs or other entry barriers prevent other firms from regulating prices by
competing to displace the incumbent supplier in the long run.9

Firms compete in market economies to earn economic rents by supplying consumers
with desirable products on the basis of price and quality. This competitive process
sometimes results in a firm earning monopoly power through its superior efficiency, higher
quality, or innovation. But monopoly power can also be gained through anticompetitive
behavior. Examples of efficient and productive acquisition of monopoly power are
common, ranging from Schumpeterian innovation, such as the introduction of the
automobile, telephone, or transistor, to the introduction of innovative services such as mailorder sales.

Of course, the presence of natural monopoly conditions is a necessary but not sufficient condition for
price regulation. Competition for “the market,” may generate competitive outcomes under these conditions
and the net benefits of that competition may exceed those of price regulation. See Harold Demsetz, Why
Regulate Utilities, 11 J. L. & ECON 55 (1968).
9
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Monopoly power is often short-lived as it begins to erode upon the entry, imitation,
or innovation of competing products and services. This competition to earn monopoly
rents through innovation and quality improvements – often called dynamic competition –
is highly procompetitive and is recognized by economists as the primary source of
economic growth. For example, economists estimate that at least half of all long-run gains
in economic well-being are attributable to improvements in technology.10

It is generally recognized that attempts to increase short-term static welfare by
regulating the monopoly price come at the cost of dampening incentives for dynamic
competition. United States antitrust law has recognized how price regulation in the name
of preventing the exercise of temporary monopoly power can result in the chilling of
incentives to introduce new products, innovate, and take on risk.11 In Trinko, the Supreme
Court explained:
The mere possession of monopoly power, and the concomitant charging of
monopoly prices, is not only not unlawful; it is an important element of the
free-market system. The opportunity to charge monopoly prices—at least for
a short period—is what attracts ‘business acumen’ in the first place; it induces
risk taking that produces innovation and economic growth. To safeguard the
incentive to innovate, the possession of monopoly power will not be found
unlawful unless it is accompanied by an element of anticompetitive conduct.12

Robert Solow won the Nobel Prize in economics for demonstrating that gains in wealth are due
primarily to innovation—not to marginal improvements in the efficiency of what already exists. See Press
Release, The Royal Swedish Academy of Sciences (Oct. 21,1987),
http://www.nobelprize.org/nobel_prizes/economic-sciences/laureates/1987/press.html.
11 See, e.g., Verizon Cmmcn’s, Inc. v. Law Offices of Curtis V. Trinko, LLP, 540 US 398, 407 (2004).
12 Id.
10
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To maintain incentives for dynamic competition, an agency must distinguish between
transitory monopoly power earned through the competitive process, monopoly power that
is the result of anticompetitive behavior, and monopoly power that results from
identifiable market characteristics (like declining average costs over an entire demand
curve).

Many industries are characterized by few players and high entry barriers but are not
subject to price regulation. As an OECD study on price caps in the telecommunications
industries recognized, “[p]rice control schemes can cause significant distortions
particularly if applied for a long period” and “distract from the need to think strategically
beyond a preoccupation with prices in order to focus on the interfaces of effective
competition and less about the regulated firm itself.”13 In the United States, price
regulation is almost exclusively reserved for public utilities, (so called “natural
monopolies”) such as the local distributors of electricity and natural gas. It can be tempting
for regulators to increase static welfare in the short run by regulating price and distributing
the benefits from successful inventions to consumers, but doing so can disrupt dynamic
competition and innovation—ultimately harming competition and consumers in the long
run and slowing economic growth.14

ORGANIZATION FOR ECONOMIC CO-OPERATION AND DEVELOPMENT, PRICE CAPS FOR
TELECOMMUNICATIONS: POLICIES AND EXPERIENCES 74 (1995).
14 See R.R. Braeutigam, The Effect of Uncertainty in Regulatory Delay on the Rate of Innovation, 43 L. &
CONTEMP. PROBS. 98 (1979); Carmelo Giaccotto, Rexford E. Santerre & John A. Vernon, Pharmaceutical Pricing
13
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The Problematic History of Price Regulation

When the government sets the market price for a given product, the only
transactions that take place are those that are profitable at the government-mandated price
rather than at the equilibrium price set by the dynamic interaction of supply and demand.
Whereas supply and demand are constantly shifting in response to changing costs and
preferences, a centralized price can be changed only after deliberation; practically speaking,
the government price will always be higher or lower than the equilibrium.15 Economic
theory and empirical evidence make clear that price regulation harms consumers and
competition.

Gas and Oil Price Controls

When the price of crude oil spiked on the world market in the 1970s, the United
States responded by imposing a price ceiling on crude oil and gasoline, purportedly in the
interest of consumers. Decades later, there is ample evidence that the controls had
significant negative effects not only on oil producers, but on consumers as well;

and R&D Growth Rates, 48 J. L. & ECON. 195 (2005); Sam Peltzman, An Evaluation of Consumer Protection
Legislation: The 1962 Drug Amendments, 81 J. POL. ECON., 1049 (1973); John A. Vernon, Examining the Link
Between Price Regulation and Pharmaceutical R&D Investment, 14 HEALTH ECON., Jan. 2005, at 1-14; Bentley
Coffey, Patrick A. McLaughlin & Pietro Peretto, The Cumulative Cost of Regulations (Mercatus Working Paper,
2016).
15 See, e.g., Fiona M. Scott Morton, The Problems of Price Controls, REG., Spring 2001, at 50-54,
https://pdfs.semanticscholar.org/716d/53a0d41909d7e18c2cabc893118c68248d39.pdf.
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unintended negative consequences were rampant and were compounded each time more
regulation was introduced to address them.

For consumers, centrally-planned lower prices were accompanied by supply
shortages, long lines at gas stations, and efforts by gas stations to make up for lost revenue
by charging more for other services (e.g., oil changes or carwashes). Any benefit realized
by those that were able to get cheaper gas were more than offset by attendant costs; one
study demonstrates empirically that simply the time spent in gas lines, taken alone, created
costs higher than what consumers saved from lower prices.16

Upstream, domestic oil producers suffered as well.17 Faced with a price cap,
domestic oil companies could not recoup their costs and stopped importing and refining
crude oil. Economist Joseph Kalt found that while federal price controls from 1974-1980
saved consumers (monetarily) between $5 and $12 billion in annual gas costs, the
diminished incentives of domestic producers caused an artificial shortage of 0.3-1.4 million
barrels of oil per day. The net effect of the price regulation was up to $6 billion in
deadweight loss.18 G. Jackson Grayson Jr., Chairman of the United States Price
Commission from 1971 to 1973, remarked after leaving his post “as a result of my sixteen

Robert T. Deacon & Jon Sonstelie, The Welfare Costs of Rationing by Waiting, 27 ECON. INQUIRY 179 (1989),
https://pdfs.semanticscholar.org/0c58/b92ae87c73dfeaef16cc01f617015a3aee90.pdf.
17 Jerry Taylor & Peter Van Doren, Economic Amnesia: The Case Against Oil Price Controls and Windfall Profit
Taxes, POL’Y. ANALYSIS, no. 561, https://object.cato.org/sites/cato.org/files/pubs/pdf/pa561.pdf.
18 Id.
16
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months as a price controller, I can list seven ways that controls interfere (negatively) with
the market system and hasten its metamorphosis into a centralized economy.”19

More recently, the FTC expressly recognized the importance of price signaling and
the anticompetitive effects of centralized price regulation in its report concerning rising gas
prices after Hurricane Katrina.20 Evaluating the effect of anti-price gouging statutes, the
FTC explained that absent higher prices at the pump, consumers would have no incentive
to curb their demand, ultimately leaving the gasoline producers with “no incentive to send
new supplies to [an] affected area, as they would if the price increased,” resulting in long
gasoline lines and shortages.21

The FTC’s critique of price regulation was not specific to the petroleum industry.
The FTC went on to conclude that “[c]onsumers might be better off in the short run if they
did not have to pay higher prices for the same quantity of goods; in the long run, however,
distortions caused by controls on prices would be harmful to consumers’ economic wellbeing” and that “[if price] signals are distorted by price controls, consumers ultimately
might be worse off because producers may manufacture and distribute an inefficient

C. Jackson Grayson, Jr., Controls are Not the Answer, 17 CHALLENGE 9, 10 (1974).
FED. TRADE COMM’N., INVESTIGATION OF GASOLINE PRICE MANIPULATION AND POST-KATRINA GASOLINE
PRICE INCREASES (2006).
21 Id. at 203.
19
20
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amount of goods and services, and consumers may lack the information necessary to
properly value one product against another.”22

Price Caps in the California Electricity Crisis

In 1996, California passed a law aimed at deregulating the electricity industry. The
state’s electricity market faced consensus criticism in the early 1990s: California’s regulated
markets delivered electricity at too high a price and the outlook for future business
investment in the state suffered as a result.23 The goal of deregulation was to increase
competition among privately owned power generators in order to lower prices for
consumers. To accomplish this, the new system was designed to have many independent
producers interacting directly with consumers in a market system.

The restructuring plan was not well designed. The plan called for a restructured
wholesale market in which the incumbent and new entrant utilities would compete. All
retail electricity prices were frozen until 2002.24 The intended purpose of the retail price

Id. For example, consider the important “surge pricing” feature of Uber, which uses real-time pricing to
equilibrate local, short-term supply and demand. Using Uber’s surge pricing algorithm and individual level
data, a recent study estimates that in 2015 UberX generated a total of $2.9 billion in consumer surplus in four
US cities. See Peter Cohen et al., Using Big Data to Estimate Consumer Surplus: The Case of Uber (Nat’l Bureau of
Econ. Research, Working Paper No. 22627, 2016). See also Nicholas Buchholz, Spatial Equilibrium, Search
Frictions and Efficient Regulation in the Taxi Industry (Dec. 15, 2017) (unpublished manuscript),
https://scholar.princeton.edu/sites/default/files/nbuchholz/files/taxi_draft.pdf.
23 CONG. BUDGET OFFICE, CAUSES AND LESSONS OF THE CALIFORNIA ELECTRICITY CRISIS (Sept. 2001),
https://www.cbo.gov/sites/default/files/cbofiles/ftpdocs/30xx/doc3062/californiaenergy.pdf [hereinafter CBO
Report].
24 A.B. 1890, 1996 Leg. 1995-96 Sess. (Cal. 1996).
22
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freeze was to assure consumers that deregulation would not result in higher prices and to
assure utilities that retail prices would not drop relative to wholesale prices. Thus, the
utilities would purchase electricity in a competitive wholesale market, but were forced to
sell at a fixed price at the retail level. On the supply side, this meant that the utility
companies suffered financially when spot prices at the wholesale level went above rates at
the retail level. On the demand side, when prices were artificially low (i.e., the wholesale
price was above the retail price ceiling), consumers had no incentive to restrict
consumption.25

Through a combination of intense weather conditions and resident income growth,
demand for electricity increased and what had been excess capacity was used up.
Ultimately, the combination of decreased generating capacity for each of the three utilities
and the price freeze that held retail prices artificially below wholesale levels became
unsustainable by early 2001. As the Congressional Budget Office reported:
Not allowing retail prices to change with conditions in the wholesale market
had three important effects. First, and critically, when wholesale prices rose,
net cash flows for the investor-owned utilities fell, which made it impossible
See Tim Brennan, Questioning the Conventional “Wisdom”, REG., Fall 2001, at 63-69; Paul L. Joskow,
California’s Electricity Crisis 43 (Nat’l Bureau of Econ. Research, Working Paper No. 8442, Aug. 2001)
(“Competitive electricity markets will not work well if consumers are completely insulated by regulation
from wholesale market prices. California deregulated wholesale prices, but failed to deregulate retail prices
or to allow the utilities to use forward contracts to hedge their default service supply and pricing obligations.
The terms and conditions of default service made it necessary for utilities to buy at an unregulated hourly
wholesale spot market price and to sell at a fixed regulated retail price for up to four years. Not only did this
drive the utilities to the point of insolvency after wholesale prices rose above the fixed retail price in June
2000, but it has also made it very difficult for competing retail suppliers to attract customers or for consumers
to respond to high prices by reducing consumption.”).
25
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for them to continue distributing electricity profitably. Instead, they had to
sell at a loss. Even though the utilities are required to meet all of their
customers’ needs for power, their financial difficulties have forced them to
curtail service on several occasions (through brownouts and blackouts).
Second, the price freeze probably discouraged new retail sellers from entering
the market. Third, the freeze diminished whatever incentive retail customers
would otherwise have had to reduce their electricity use.26
By mid-2001, one of the utilities had filed for bankruptcy, California was faced with rolling
blackouts, and the federal government had to issue an emergency order to keep natural gas
deliveries flowing into California.

Modern Price Regulation and the Role of Antitrust

Notwithstanding widespread economic criticism of price regulation, it remains a
component of the regulatory approaches to non-natural monopoly industries in the United
States today. The Antitrust Division’s mission includes the promotion of competition
through education about antitrust laws and its principles. The Antitrust Division can play
an important role in identifying potentially anticompetitive regulations and advocating
competition as superior to price control.

For example, the Durbin Amendment to the Dodd-Frank Act caps debit card
interchange fees for large banks.27 The debit card interchange fee is the amount a bank

CBO Report, supra note 23, at 19.
The Durbin Amendment was passed as part of the 2009 Dodd-Frank Wall Street Reform and Consumer
Protection Act. The law states that the amount covered banks may charge on an interchange transaction fee
on a debit card must be “reasonable and proportional to the cost incurred by the issuer with respect to the
transaction.” Subsequently, the Federal Reserve Board interpreted this language in a rule issued in June 2011
26
27
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collects from a merchant when a consumer uses a debit card to pay. The Durbin
Amendment was premised upon the idea that merchants would pass their cost savings on
to consumers. The effect of the rule was to cut the average interchange fee for covered
banks from $0.50 to $0.24 per transaction.28 Indeed, the Amendment resulted in a wealth
transfer to merchants of approximately $7.3 billion in 2012 alone.29 For covered banks, this
amounts to a loss of between $6 and $8 billion in annual revenues30—losses that those
banks have sought to recoup through reduced offerings in ancillary services (for example, a
reduction in free checking accounts and debit card rewards), to the detriment of
consumers.

As a result of the price regulation, banks have increased other fees, reduced access to
free current accounts, and increased the minimum balance necessary to avoid account
maintenance fees.31 Similar regulations resulted in similar anticompetitive effects in other
countries. For example, in Canada, the debit card system has been regulated as a

to mean the allowable interchange fee on a debit transaction is $0.21 plus 5 basis points of the transaction
value, plus and additional $.01 for fraud protection. Debit Card Interchange Fees and Routing, 12 CFR §
235.5 (2012).
28 Fumiko Hayashi, The New Debit Card Regulations: Initial Effects on Networks and Banks, in FEDERAL
RESERVE BANK OF KANSAS CITY ECONOMIC REVIEW FOURTH QUARTER 90-91 (2012).
29 See, e.g., David S. Evans & Howard H. Chang, The Impact of the U.S. Debit Card Interchange Fee Caps on
Consumer Welfare: An Event Study (Working Paper No. 658, 2013),
https://chicagounbound.uchicago.edu/cgi/viewcontent.cgi?article=1651&context=law_and_economics.
30 Bradley G. Hubbard, The Durbin Amendment, Two-Sided Markets, and Wealth Transfers: An Examination of
Unintended Consequences Three Years Later 20 (May 20, 2013),
http://papers.ssrn.com/sol3/papers.cfm?abstract_id=2285105.
31 Todd J. Zywicki, et al., Price Controls on Payment Card Interchange Fees: The U.S. Experience (Int’l Law &
Econ. Working Paper 2014-2, 2014).
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government sponsored monopoly since 1996 that is able to recover only its operating costs
per transaction.32 Thus, the costs of developing and maintaining the network fall upon
banks and debit cardholders; as a result, free current accounts and accounts that feature
unlimited free debit transactions are extremely rare.33 Similarly, multiple studies
demonstrate that the net effect of the Durbin Amendment is harm to consumer welfare.34

A more clear-cut example of modern price regulation—where the Antitrust Division
may be an important voice for reform—is the price ceiling currently imposed by the
Department of Commerce (DOC) and the DOJ onto .com domain name registrations. The
Domain Name System (“DNS”) operates by mapping IP addresses to domain names.
Registries operate the infrastructure that makes it possible to access a particular IP address
by creating and maintaining databases that enable this mapping on their respective top
level domains (“TLDs”). In other words, registries—defined by their specific TLDs (e.g.,
.com, .biz. .edu, etc.)—ensure the proper framework and functioning of domain names

Id.; see also Ian Lee, et al., Credit Where It’s Due: How Payment Cards Benefit Canadian Merchants and
Consumers, and How Regulation Can Harm Them 12-14 (Geo. Mason L. & Econ. Res. Paper No. 13-58, Oct. 2013).
33 Zywicki, supra note 31, at 8.
34 See, e.g., David S. Evans & Howard H. Chang, The Impact of the U.S. Debit Card Interchange Fee Caps on
Consumer Welfare: An Event Study (Working Paper No. 658, 2013),
https://chicagounbound.uchicago.edu/cgi/viewcontent.cgi?article=1651&context=law_and_economics (event
study showed that consumers lost more on the bank side than they gained on the merchant side); Todd J.
Zywicki, Geoffrey A. Manne & Julian Morris, Unreasonable and Disproportionate: How the Durbin Amendment
Harms Poorer Americans and Small Businesses (ICLE Working Paper, Apr. 2017),
http://laweconcenter.org/images/articles/icle-durbin_update_2017_final.pdf (“That a forced reduction in
interchange fees would result in higher bank fees for consumers is a matter of basic economics. Retail
banking in the United States is a highly competitive industry and there is no evidence of supra-normal
profitability for retail banks. As such and over time, cost increases or revenue reductions will be passed on to
bank customers in the form of higher bank fees or reduced services.”).
32
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within their TLD. In addition to offering different TLDs on which to map domain names,
these registry companies differentiate themselves based on the consistency, reliability
(including security), and efficiency of their mapping and databases.

The government has a longstanding policy of deregulating and privatizing DNS
management and registry services. In 1997, President Clinton explained that “[t]he Internet
should develop as a market driven arena, not a regulated industry . . . [w]here government
intervention is necessary, its role should be to ensure competition, protect intellectual
property and privacy, prevent fraud, foster transparency, and facilitate dispute resolution,
not to regulate.”35 Along those lines, the DOC transitioned oversight of the DNS to the
Internet Corporation for Assigned Names and Numbers (“ICANN”), a private nonprofit
entity. As a result, all generic TLDs and their associated registries have been freed from
government interference except for the .com TLD. Verisign is the registry responsible for
the .com TLD, which today is subject to government-directed fixed wholesale pricing for
.com domain names.36 The .com TLD is subject to an agreement between ICANN and
Verisign, but the DOC has the right to review the extension or renewal of that agreement,
which occurs every 6 years. After a period of limited pricing deregulation in 2006, the
Obama administration reversed the gradual loosening of pricing regulation during its

Executive Summary, A FRAMEWORK FOR GLOBAL ELECTRONIC COMMERCE, at
https://clintonwhitehouse4.archives.gov/textonly/WH/New/Commerce/summary.html.
36 Professor Wright is Senior of Counsel at Wilson Sonsini Goodrich & Rosati (WSGR), which represents
VeriSign. The views expressed here are our own.
35
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review of the .com renewal agreement in 2012, and imposed a price cap on .com
registrations.

Thus, the government’s significant progress in deregulating pricing on the Internet
was interrupted in 2012 and remains incomplete. The price regulation imposed on .com
supplants the forces of competition and no longer makes economic sense. Today, the
registries do not exhibit either of the two characteristics required for a natural monopoly
(substantial economies of scale relative to consumer demand and substantial barriers to
entry). In fact, more than 1,500 generic TLD registries have been introduced since 2012.
New TLDs should continue to show robust growth and exert competitive force on prices
under unregulated market conditions. Additionally, ICANN may authorize new TLDs at
any time.

Furthermore, .com domain names may not be sold directly to end users, and the
price caps do not apply to the retail price charged by retailers, such as Go Daddy, that
purchase .com domain names from the registry and resell them. The re-imposition of the
.com price cap in 2012 interfered with the gradual deregulation that would ultimately
unleash natural competitive forces, and therefore has deprived consumers from the
benefits of a competitive market for registry services. Allowing market forces, rather than
a government mandate, to determine the wholesale price of .com registrations would
provide incentives for competitors to shift investments in the supply of substitute TLD
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services. Those changes in supply would constrain retail price increases and encourage
innovation, ultimately increasing competition for new registrants among competing
suppliers based on differences in price and quality.37

Conclusion
The role of the antitrust agencies is to enforce the antitrust laws, and not to guide the
market to any particular outcome.38 As Assistant Attorney General Makan Delrahim has
observed, antitrust law, “[a]t its best…supports reducing regulation, by encouraging
competitive markets that, as a result require less government intervention…in other words,
competition law enforcement contributes to a well-functioning free market economy.”39
We applaud the DOJ for acknowledging the limitations of price regulation and the
unintended consequences that can arise when competitive forces are displaced.

Legacy registrants are protected against unforeseen price increases because they are able to lock in their
current pricing for up to ten years.
38 Nor does the DOJ have the expertise or resources that would be necessary to implement the type of
price regulation practiced by public utility commissions in natural monopoly situations. The DOJ has long
considered government regulation as inferior to the free market.
39 Delrahim, supra note 6.
37
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